IMPACT OF BIG DATA ANALYTICS ON DISTRIBUTED MANUFACTURING: DOES BIG DATA HELP?
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Abstract: Big data (BD) analytics has brought progressive improvement in the business environment. It provides businesses with optimized production, personalization and improvement in the way production is dispersed. Nevertheless, conflicts arise in the use of these methods in certain industries, like retail items, which usually basis on large-scale production and prolonged supply chain. The study develops a theoretical structure to investigate if big data coupled with different production solutions can provide for a dispersed production system. Through investigation of twenty-one buyer products business instances applying secondary and main data, the study investigated changing production processes, the inherent catalyst, the function of analytics, and its effect on distributed production. The study discovers several uses of distributed manufacturing principles to evaluate the current production processes worked for larger customer product solutions by using analytics and industry analysis. The evaluation’s suggested structure mentioned in this research has a deeper impact on planning, comprehension relationships, among factors of data analytics and distributed production.
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1. Introduction

Production is dramatically changing, prompted by business and technologies methods. For businesses, future production processes appear to progress past worldwide production processes and remote production plants to accept more, small-scale, and interconnected fast production processes (Kusiak, 2017). Decision-makers now have new possibilities to restore or renovate production abilities, which could strengthen flexibility, lower industry instabilities, and retain production abilities (Moyne & Iskandar, 2017).

The catalyst to move to a better dispersed production horizon encompasses the needs to improve longevity, dreams to minimize regulatory risks and cost volatility, insecurities regarding transportation and energy expenses, and democratization of design and style, industry, and client proximity. Additionally, large-scale personalization is now a viable model for various industries (Wang et al., 2021a).
This requires versatile production methods, which can establish small quantities of products. Fast advances in segments like detectors, production, autonomous robotics, cloud-computing, and BD also promote distributed production. This type of technologies is frequently viewed as distributive enablers, as components, procedures and products can be more differentiated (Raut et al., 2021).

These transformations may significantly affect buyer products production. This encompasses businesses interested in foods manufacturing, beverages, clothing, package goods and vehicles. The production side progress shifts inherently affect the field in customer behavior. Considering per year profits of roughly USD 3.8 trillion worldwide, the retail good market hinges tremendously on large-scale production by global companies & worldwide dispersed supply chains (Guan et al., 2021). The change developed a gap between buyer and manufacturer, restricting possibilities for personalization, the upscaling of the development, and small-scale business of data-driven items designed in the regional market. The problems established by changing customer requirements and policy changes, and the demand for new areas of expansion and improved profitability, establish a sense for rethinking the customer items production process (Zdravkovic, 2022). Those entails exploring ways of the current processes could be changed into more synchronized, regenerative, and regional ways of consumption and production. Furthermore, there is an urge to think about the effect and possibility of new technology tools, like the internet, additive production and Internet of Things (IoT).

Distributed manufacturing (DM) provides a promising pathway that entails technical, production-consumption and spatial transformation. As additionally mentioned, this idea involves installing solutions to provide versatile, continuous, and user-driven production processes at regional level. The study focuses on the function and possibility of BD to affect DM processes within retail items segments. Data analytics in the field of buyer items segments is related to strengthened capabilities to produce, record, and utilize information in various ways, not merely to strengthen manufacturing, but also to better incorporate logistics, production, and demand (Zdravkovic, 2022).

The study tackles the subsequent broad investigation hypothesis: How could data shape dispersed production in the buyer products sector? The study proposes a structure that theorizes the ways BD utilizations might shape production processes (Moyne & Iskandar, 2017). To use this structure, the study investigates changing production processes in buyer products, the inherent factors, the function of BD analytics, and the effects on the distribution of production. The investigation encompasses twenty-one instances derived from interview data. The study evaluates how BD provides related progress and DM in production processes (Wiech, 2022). The importance of retail items identifies the work of ours from other production engineering scientific research, which investigates such subjects as distributed manufacturing. Overall, the investigation attempts to improve our comprehension of the function of BD, offer a thorough comprehension of the intricacy of DM, and provide working acumen for providers.

2. Literature review

There is considerable function in production, new production technologies and production, changing business methods, and progress in data and CT. The study focuses on DM, production setup & processes technique, and BD analytics function in production. All these 3 areas are probed (Aversa et al., 2021). The study next constructs on these research channels to establish a theoretical structure.
2.1. Dispersed production

DM is identified as a tool or technology, methods plus tactics which improve the economics and business of production, especially about location and scale (Moyne & Iskandar, 2017). Superior production technologies drive DM, for example digital manufacturing technologies, constant production in earlier series-based actions, stereo-lithography, and machinery for electric part assembly (Moyne & Iskandar, 2017). DM is recognized as a synchronized, inclusive, and regional type of manufacturing method, which is pushed by the rapid rise of importance of information. This demonstrates various aspects of distribution and signifies the function of data in dispersed production (Brajesh, 2016).

DM is usually compared to ideas such as shared manufacturing (Wang et al., 2021). Shared production refers to involvement in the development of the main product, while co-production belongs to a principle, which contains the concept that could just be produced with and based on the consumer at the progression of use. The idea stresses customer functions in the value development process (Raut et al., 2021). DM additionally dispersed functions to improve the involvement of customers in design and production steps (Sahoo, 2021). DM more gives the aspect of regional production. This means an improvement in spatial processes and production actions, with a decline in production level and remoteness on the client (Shao, 2014).

2.2. Production process

In the field of manufacturing, a few investigations have been conducted about the collaboration and business aspect of dispersed production methods (Guan et al., 2021). That comprises reproductions of scenarios, cloud-based and production methods inspired by progress in data and CT. An alternative stream investigates dispersed producing in relation to alternate business methods and possibilities for responsive and socially produced production and consumption (Zdravković, 2022). This effort encourages small-scale, supply networks of regional socioeconomic actors to use community sources based on local area needs, resulting in ecological advantages. This leads to far more renewable ways of greener manufacturing (Sangaiah et al., 2020). Nevertheless, there are variations about the degree of amenities considered to include dispersed manufacturing (Groggert, 2017). Several mill-level methods investigate dispersed production (Chiang & Yang, 2018).

The designs here, a spread-out setup of amenities interchange via an automatic, supply, smart and modern production channels. This type of method provides the flexibility that businesses must remain cut-throat in worldwide markets (Bashar, 2019). Adaptable manufacturing and lower duration to bring products to the market are possible because of dispersed production methods, taking advantage of community sources for production (Lekhwar et al., 2019). Progress in production solutions has strengthened fascination with dispersed production in the desktop degree. Groggert (2017) signify the rise of remote plant and manufacturing labs - principles which are much like desktop production. Zdravković (2022) talk about 3 examples: producing on-premises at the point of sales, producing at the shopping complexes, and private production. Dispersed production at high quantities provides fresh experience potentials, generally entails very low volume and small size plants, and fazes the distinction between consumption and production (Leveling et al., 2014). A person might be a buyer that likewise establishes instead of just consuming.

The study notes (Wang et al., 2021a) initially coined that large-scale personalization, where companies attempt to attain the same substantial part of people on the market, but by dealing with them separately, love a personalized market. This description has since been customized. Raut et al. (2021) basis that a wide variation of things with rates like regular solutions are the
main qualities of large-scale personalization. Wiech (2022) proposes that large-scale personalization is also mostly identified as the solutions and solutions to supply products that satisfy specific consumers’ requirements at almost large-scale output productivity (Pantano et al., 2020).

2.3. Plants’ approach and prioritization

Business operation links the materials available for production and the abilities of a business, a plant’s tactic is vital (Sahoo, 2021). Choices regarding production plant, together with capacity, position, and size, have significant effects on a business’s ambitious abilities. Common approaches to evaluate plant decisions are derived from mathematical techniques or assessment criteria (Wang et al., 2021). In many instances, price reduction and maximizing earnings are set to highest precedence (Moyne & Iskandar, 2017). Thus, the leverage of scaling is essential factors for the plant’s approach, in which expense benefits could be worked based on paper volume. This is because of the trend that the price per product of paper in standard large-scale production generally reduces within the scope, as the fixed prices are sent out to even more products produced (Guan et al., 2021).

Nevertheless, there are disparities in the mixtures of variables which affect plant technique. For instance, cut-throat precedence signifies expenses, standard, flexibility, and delivery (Kusiak, 2017). These actions are used in a few scientific studies regarding production methods (Wiech, 2022). The price aspect of regular plant spot generally focuses on reductions in transportation, listing, labor and procedure bills, and efficiency increases (Guan et al., 2021). If the basis is standard, then simply labor and providers’ characteristics start to be more vital (Wang et al., 2021b). Concentrating on distribution requirements, a shorter wait time to the markets, and close distance to the buyer, which likely additionally affects the production procedures and abilities. A company primarily focused on flexibility is apt to be closer to the buyer and to use manufacturing tools and techniques (Raut et al., 2021). Flexibility consists of capabilities like fast changes in the look and feel of the products, promptly modifying output and capacity, and producing several hallmarks and a high level of product differentiation. Cut-throat advantage is viewed as an extra component that shapes plant strategy. Based on Kozjek (2020), a business can have cut-throat superiority among the 3 general segments: lowest price, basis or differentiating (Moyne & Iskandar, 2017). Sustainability might be considered an additional aspect that has increasingly high significance. Nevertheless, improvements frequently affect these elements for communication and data technology, which include BD, which affects production processes, as defined in the subsequent portion (Wang et al., 2021a).

2.4 Top class manufacturing

Chiang & Yang (2018) suggested the top-class manufacturing which allows exceptional functionality. Aversa et al. (2021) work with the top-class manufacturing has attracted main overseas interest. All practitioners and academia should be aware of this problem. These producing groups, which have regularly carried out around terminology of better industry efficiency, have adopted five typical methods - just-in-time, total quality managing, continuous learning, worker participation and ease of use (Kozjek, 2020). Wang et al. (2021a) further identified typical methods involving world class production groups as complete quality, people involvement and just in time. Aversa et al. (2021) determined community type production methods, such as distribution, computer-integrated manufacturing, lean manufacturing/operations, customer focus, supplier relations, and total quality, as well as providers after product sales. Wiech (2022) determined methods which separate world class companies from conventional production groups - complete quality, provider connection, worker participation, lean activities, prosperous upkeep, as well as technologies for
organizations were created. Sangaiah et al. (2020) employee involvement, producing vision and strategy, innovation.

What can make a production business world class will be the measurement and training, which led to great performance (Sangaiah et al., 2020). Wang et al. (2021a) have reported that good management determination, client connection, provider relationship, job power managing, job perceptions, item design and style procedure, statistical management as well as responses, along with process flow management are several methods which describe the regular functionality of producing businesses. Wang et al. (2021b) worker participation, producing approach as well as small business technique, individual world class production groups through standard businesses (Guan et al., 2021). The methods of top-class manufacturing display (Bashar, 2019) like producing technique, leadership, environmentally friendly production, man learning resource managing, supply managing, provide chain managing, buyer connection managing, manufacturing preparation, total productive maintenance, total quality management as well as lean production.

2.5. Big data in manufacturing

Modern producers should be ready to react to advancements in the production atmosphere, like the powerful need for better standard items, the decrease in merchandise life cycles, and the growing necessity for merchandise personalization (Asmussen et al., 2021). Automatic production and data methods aim to strengthen product capacities in production and allow openness. For instance, agent-based methods can help groups strengthen adaptability and flexibility, and help dispersed and spread-out structures (Kang et al., 2016). The latest progress in receptors and CT offers features for connecting the actual production center to the web apps. Cyber-physical methods can manage real processes in real situations, while simultaneously overseeing them in the cyber space, by using skilled data processing & simulation versions during production procedures, supply chain and functional amounts (Kusiak, 2017). Information from production, together with extrinsic data resources, has grown to be ubiquitous and accessible more, resulting in the fundamental change. Nevertheless, proper models are required to shape the data to a working and valuable data (Moyne & Iskandar, 2017).

Likewise, Guan et al. (2021) generation management product could be considered an info processing business, as Zdravković (2022) argues. They determine that the current literature surrounding PCs has not focused much on decision-making effectiveness. Hold off during the development of info via evaluation could therefore hinder the performance of manufacturing methods. The use of BDA may also lead to information bottlenecks, which affect efficiency. Sangaiah et al. (2020) have argued that provide chain experts are inundated with information, encouraging fresh means of considering the way information is generated, structured, and examined. The amount, velocity, and variety of information, therefore, provide impetus towards the businesses to follow, as well as ideal details analytical features (e.g., information science, big data and predictive analytics) to enhance today’s source chain procedures and their performance. Asmussen et al. (2021) have argued naturally that quality information is essential to look at today’s source chain procedures, using organizational theories. Kozjek (2020) argued that big data and social media are complementary during the existing scenario. Wiech (2022) have additionally noted that the area of functions control remains relatively sluggish with in examining social media and BD. Zdravković (2022) proposes a conceptual framework associated with the use of Twitter to learn today’s fashion in supply chain management (SCM). The prospective use of serious details in deep merchandise living cycle control. The
ramifications of BDA for top-class manufacturing, as well as its extension from a sustainability viewpoint (i.e., world class renewable manufacturing), haven’t but been discovered.

### 2.6. Gaps in previous research: Exploring routes of production

To determine the effect of BD on businesses, particularly production processes, creative ways of production need to be investigated (Kusiak, 2017). That strategy lines up with the perspective that DM entails a change in the importance of BD. The study encompasses the data-inspired business models, like sources, crucial tasks & products, to recognize the various kinds of data inspired value development in production. BD is now being known in terms of variety and quantity. Social networking channels and mobile devices that produce huge volumes of data are popular. BD can also be derived from various business data sources. Sahoo (2021) identify receptors, products lodged in the online world, smart meters, radio frequency identification and transactional directories, collaborative product development directories, social networking, sales register data, and consumer response etc. Asmussen et al. (2021) mentioned about data collection methods and data warehouses as data sources. From our study, construction on, the study designates intrinsic and extrinsic data solutions. Data originating from inside the businesses, together with production methods and company management, while extrinsic data are derived from the buyer side. In the next portion, the study draws on this categorization to move forward a theoretical structure to investigate DM and the effect of BD.

### 3. Theoretical structure

The study put ahead a theoretical structure, dependent on the research review, which facilitates a foundation to look at and investigate the effect of BD inside a DM aspect. The top portion of the structure is about producing process and comprises 3 subparts that connect with relevant research. The foremost is cut-throat advantage, which includes aspects that identify game plans based on cost from the ones that participate in the product variations (Moyne & Iskandar, 2017). The next is cut-throat precedence, and has price, delivery, standard, and convenience aspects. The 3rd is center approach, with 3 aspects: the amount of division, proximity to the buyer, and degree of scaling (Wang et al., 2021a). Figure 1 presents the real time data usage in manufacturing.

**Figure 1.** Real time data usage in manufacturing  
Source: Zaki et al. (2019)
The smaller portion of the structure is about BD and data inspired value production. Its components associated with research, information, crucial data, and customer behavior. This stands for the development process from the resources processed and the outputs consumed (Wang et al., 2021a). Data energy sources are even more separated into inner data energy sources, together with production procedure data, production preparation data, and outside energy sources like register data, client response data and networking data (Wang et al., 2021a). For crucial actions related to information, the structure incorporates various ways of BDA that can produce acumen. For data owners, the structure recognizes owners in the business and coming from various regions of the supply chain, for example production, value chain, advertising, and after-sales etc.

4. Research design

4.1. Methodology

The study uses a qualitative and exploratory technique to explore the improvement of DM in a field. Several research are used to strengthen dependability and reduce errors. This method considers the several investigations. Subsequently, a technique was used to explore the devices, with choice based on criteria. 24 organizations have been chosen in the buyer products sector: digital sectors, clothing and personal care products, premium cosmetics, and soft drinks. These industries had been picked to contrast the qualities of the merchandise produced, the main market type served, item life, and technical complexity.

4.2. Data collection

Screening right situations inside the chosen sectors, a random sampling strategy was opted for based on a theoretical instead of symbolic basis. In total, hundreds of instances were derived by secondary data and observed for BD utilizations and process. Much like studies by (Zdravković, 2022), instances have been chosen to represent other perspectives, to make relationships much more evident. Wang et al., (2021a) argue that a diverse picture helps with examination. Kang et al. (2016) further instructed business case choice, who discovers that between 4 and 10 instances are effective. The ensuing sample consisted of twenty-four instances, with 4 to 6 instances per business. The case studies sketch secondary and main data to evaluate today’s production processes and BD consumption. The instances also explored how predicted BD utilizations can affect production processes in the future. To gather information, over eighty supervisors in the businesses had been contacted, which led to interviews with fifteen of the businesses. For any other instances, secondary information has been used. Anywhere some direct interviews were conducted, they continued between forty-five and ninety minutes; this was captured and recorded in less than twenty-four hours. The discussions were established in a standard manner with exploratory inquiry. The inquiries ranged from subjects regarding past, current, and expected production and BD utilizations and processes, depending on the theoretical structure. Secondary data is collected for almost all businesses using different sources, annual reports, business websites and news articles.

5. Findings

The evaluation allowed to divide into two groups of quickly selling retail items, in production processes: first, food, personal care, and soft drinks; and next, premium makeup items and finally the clothes. This section provides the results.
5.1. Customer items

Fast-selling retail items segments, which include foods, personal care, and soft drinks, the study discovered that cost-based competitiveness was rigorous, and the production process depended largely on the item. The production process relies on acquisition techniques at a product level. No one method can determine the environment since it's a changing ecosystem. The market and clients alter rapidly. Choices on production processes usually depended on decreasing some aspects of costs, like real estate, materials, etc., which in many instances led to using probably the minimum amenities needed: Fifteen countries will make absolutely no sense to possess fifteen plants.

The study has numerous fixed assets on the earth, so the study must optimize the process effectiveness. Throughput and volume with these properties are key. This signifies the benefits of price as a main cut-throat precedence and a continuing factor for producing choices in the food and personal hygiene sectors. The capacity to run lesser plants enables resources to be used in efficient processes and advanced equipment. Furthermore, increased production volumes were considered important in nearly all instances to reduce manufacturing expenses. Standards, distribution, and convenience had been increased, however, with a negligible effect on the production setup of the business. For plant approach, plant range ranged between countries. For instance, in interview 2, eighty% of dairy manufacturing was sent out across six plants in America. For interview 1, treat items have been established at country scope, pushed to reduced transportation costs. In contrast, for the fast-moving buyer items class of high-standard makeup, the production process was grounded on differentiation, together with locational characteristics and a big plant scope. The production spot is a vital component of the company's reputation and is highly respected by consumers.

The production process is based on the exclusivity and channels used to market the item. However, for high-end items: they are established solely in a single plant. These 2 instances demonstrate an inclination towards centralization. Furthermore, for Case 9, that the evaluation locations in the uniqueness, a difference in game plan via consolidation to distribution. Interview 9 earlier showed just in Australia to assure the exact standard globally and in productivity, and to lower the emission of carbon on the manufacturing process. Then, a plant in Canada was started primarily by price factors. This instance demonstrates that, though distribution is unlikely in case of high standard items, increasing expense can force a consolidated manufacturing method.

In fast-selling retail items instances, BD utilizations have been extensively utilized. Particularly, extrinsic information was used to participate with consumers and understand their decisions, with look and feel, and advertising teams as the main data users. Individuals understand that BD is vital. Undoubtedly, BD is employed to realize industry dynamics. Interview 10 demonstrated the use of BD to produce working acumen. Below, an assortment of sales-register information was investigated, along with data about other industry players. Rising American revenue is determined for a certain form of yogurt. That was possible by the information from the heritage of purchases, along with additional data and seasonality from promotions and trends, mixed with advanced tools to predict ahead. Prediction related analysis improved prediction with minimal errors from seventy to ninety-eight%. This acumen allowed more effective manufacturing. One cannot remain in a scenario where the sales shelf is empty, and customers cannot purchase your product. The way you are competent to react to, which is crucial in a somewhat volatile & transforming industry. BD might be just one of the solutions. On the production aspect, interview 8 provided another example of BD consumption. A tool has been established to confirm the same taste in apple juice the whole period, though the key
apple harvesting season lasts just one quarter of a year. The tool recommended the perfect blend of constituents by examining as many as 1 quintillion choice variables & different bits of data, like apple sweetness, customer choice, and high-level climates. In the quick selling customer segment, BD was used to comprehend and attract clients to make business offerings unique and separate the items from other industry players.

6. Discussion

This segment of the study will discuss the outcomes of direct analysis of data from companies. The research showed an inclination to run as few plants as possible to attain high volumes, as well as economies of scope. This is in accordance with prior scientific studies that have highlighted the financial side of plant choices. The study additionally found that the progress of BD was starting, encouraging several transformations in the division of production. For consumer products, which compete by cost, an expanding utilization of BD analytics can make it easier to attain competitive advantage. BD was viewed as a novel method to outreach and interact with customers. The blend of several information providers and experienced analytics to gather instant acumen and industry analysis for goods is starting to shape production processes. Additionally, the accuracy in acumen about consumer behavior from BD could provide larger-scale personalization. Nevertheless, this industry is seeing tremendous difficulties, like price and ability obstacles, in the use of BD analytics, acquiring a chance to access information, and selecting the proper mixtures of data collection platforms and techniques to get useful acumen.

The research indicates that large-scale personalization is now a far more feasible option for various industries. Particularly, dispersed production is linked to large-scale personalization. Nevertheless, no studies were conducted to determine if current production plants could be used for large-scale personalization or even dispersed production. Nevertheless, there’s an inadequate need for a personalized model compared to a high-volume large-scale production. References of large-scale personalization, which comprises in-store production or desktop production, also came out on cosmetics and footwear. Yet, several actions were taken to understand this opportunity. Evaluation of the instances unraveled, which production processes were discovered to be continually inspired by the motivation to establish large production and lower expenses.

These current production processes are usually effective at supplying items that fulfilled the determined market analysis. BD analytics, though providing significantly better client acumen and potential for large-scale personalization, were also extensively utilized to understand and optimize present production processes. This demonstrates that DM might rely on assessments of industry viability compared to current production methods and points out the several standpoints about large-scale personalization and then dispersed production that emerged in the situation evaluation. The study did not observe, with the data of the buyer items sector, that a unified or single strategy is developing in the way businesses use big DM and data principles. Businesses varied in the use of their BD. Where BD tools have been installed, they produced advantages in much better comprehension advertising patterns and subtlety, involved with clients, and allowing personalization, and enhancing synchronization of current production organization and value chains. However, there is almost no proof of improvement in production setup and techniques to a completely dispersed method. Nevertheless, though less visible than in automotive segments, the study views growing experimentation and interest in buyer items. Companies with different production methods might be probable. In the subsequent time, a conjunction of new and conventional production concepts is probable.
Because of the continuous development and refinement of analysis tools, manufacturing processes and systems, and small business operating methods, the study predicts that even more organizations in buyer products segments will check out how DM methods could be coupled with BD to meet the rapidly developing needs of the consumer.

7. Limitations

The study acknowledges limits, which provides helpful guidance for future studies. Only some factors for dispersed designs are investigated. Next study should explore, for instance, the longevity of dispersed manufacturing, such as incorporation with reprocessing, re-production, and reusing. Now, many businesses in buyer products segments, as present in the research, carry on manufacturing according to economies of scale and consolidated long supply chains or facilities. Exactly how businesses may better incorporate factors related to longevity of choices about the production process continues to be a struggle. On a high level, there's motivation to innovations in trade areas, technologically driven transformation in worldwide supply chains, fast developments in artificial intelligence and automation, and the development of cost competition-based manufacturing techniques. But there is a requirement for a much more precise function on the way these long-standing factors might affect DM and on unique consequences by segments like buyer products. Fast innovations in consumer-friendly design analytics and the abilities of additional production solutions, worked by business entrants, may alter the production landscaping for most buyer products, shifting each production and design near buyers and users. Study requires not only to count on tech-driven situations of manufacturing and usage trends, but also to look at approaches of capturing value and advanced business methods implementation, and the difficulties and obstacles, of dispersed manufacturing, particularly within retail items segments. One part is to analyze the functions of production approaches, allowing DM and helping small businesses adopt DM methods and technologies.

Conclusion

This investigation used an investigative strategy to explore the effects of BD on DM in the buyer products sector. A theoretical structure was established from considerable research. Analysis of data in buyer products segments, and then checked out production processes in the center amount, and the factors affecting the centralized tactic, like the usage of BD.

The study shows that DM is not a complete method. Instead, it is a principle that can guide businesses to find ways to deal with changing customer requirements and shifts in a competitive ecosystem. Some important reflections came up. Firstly, the study discovers that current production processes could be used in many instances for current retail items production through BD analytics and industry analysis. The second observation of ours is that progress in BD utilization allows acumen for the business about the customers. This establishes possibilities for modification. Back links between DM and large-scale personalization were determined in both research and chosen scenarios. Large-scale modification would mean modifications to the plant currently pushed by the motivation to manufacture large amounts of products while spending less. This finding points out the various points about the importance and practicality of personalization, which developed from the evaluation, that were associated with business decisions at a granular level.
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